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Adapted from the original text *Two Cool Coyotes*

by Jillian Lund, Puffin Books
FRANK is a coyote.

When FRANK was a puppy, FRANK had a friend.
The friend was named ANGELINA
Angelina and Frank were brave.

Angelina and Frank were smart.
Angelina and Frank lived in the desert.

Angelina and Frank were COOL coyotes.
Angelina and Frank played together every day.
Frank was stuck by a cactus.
Angelina and Frank made silly faces at the cat.
Angelina and Frank liked to run quick in the desert.
Frank was very quick.

Frank ran in the sand.
Angelina and Frank howled at night.
Angelina was very loud.
Angelina was sad.

Angelina must move away.
Angelina was sad. Angelina gave Frank her scarf.
Frank cried and cried.
Frank drew on rocks
Frank played with spiders.

Frank was sad. Frank wanted a friend.
Frank looked at clouds.

Frank was sad. Frank wanted a friend.
Frank ran with black warthogs.

Frank was sad. Frank wanted a friend.
Frank climbed trees with the monkeys.

Frank was sad. Frank wanted a friend.
A new family moved near Frank

Frank was happy.
Frank met Larry.

Larry was funny.
Frank and Larry howled at night
Larry danced and howled
Frank and Larry jumped on rocks
Frank and Larry roll down the rocks

The desert was sunny
Frank rolled in the sand.

Frank had fun.
Frank missed Angelina but Frank liked Larry. Frank and Larry are friends.
Larry was a COOL Coyote.
Frank and Larry danced and howled and laughed.

Frank and Larry were special friends in the desert.
The End